
CHANNEL
AFFILIATE
PARTNER
PROGRAMS
Why words like "Channel" or "Affiliates" 
don't resonate with our agencies or clients.
We're after p2p partnerships, 
not 'vendorships."



Instant exposure
The obvious benefit is the sell-through relationship
where their clients become your users.

Future product-market fit
Our favorite - agency partners tell you what your
prospects needs will be 6 months from now.

Sales and CS
Having a group of trained experts who know how to
setup and integrate your software is extremely
valuable.

WHAT
PARTNERS
CAN DO
FOR YOU.



A reciprocal relationship

where both entities put in

effort to help grow one

anothers' businesses.

PARTNERSHIP
A word only relevant when

it was defined for us in

shipping and

conostructing computers.

"CHANNEL"

Where someone is paid a

commission only - an

employee more than a

partner.

"AFFILIATE"



Predictions
The traditional 'Channel' is changing -  some say broken or on
it's way out - and we will help speed the understanding of what's
working between technology and third-party referral or reselling
agency partners. 

Our  Mission
Our mission is to create better partnerships for the new type of
SaaS (or xaas) providers by educating and enabling both sides of
the implementation, resale or referral relationship by infusing
true incentive structures, co-marketing and actionable
curriculum into the relationships.

Values
Our modo is "The People Are Your Partners" - which means
partnerships are between people, not companies. This assures
we stay relevant and valuable to both sides. 



New Teams
The startups we aim to benefit with do not have large "channel"
teams who travel to in-person meetings with every partner. Nor
do they have the bandwidth to stay in touch with to their partners
outside of outreach for sales and marketing needs to the top
20% of partners.

New Channels
Simply plugging your saas solution into a VAR or ISV is not an
option or even a goal for most of today's saas partner teams.
They are busy trying to solve today's saas channels - around
finding and enabling agency or consultancy referral and reseller
partners.

Digitization
Partner channels today are digitized into marketplaces, forums,
eCommerce platforms, checkout funnels, and social threads and
private groups on sites like Reddit and Facebook. They are very
niche, very proud and difficult to break into.

THE
PROBLEM
Even the word "Channel" is lost on our
audience.



MACRO  CHANGE  #1

The number of SaaS platforms in existence will

double again in the next decade, yet the

"Channel" is shrinking.

MACRO  CHANGE  #2

Despite the shrinking channel, agencies and

consultants will continue to be a factor in final

purchase decisions.

MACRO  CHANGE  #3

Further, there is an increase in agency or

consultant influence and decreasing

involvement of salespeople in the final

purchasing decisions over new SaaS,



Alignment
According to HubSpot’s survey,
"lead generation from marketing
efforts' followed by 'Diversifying
agency services' are their biggest
area of investment next year.
(This ‘need for leads’ is also why
we provide very generous co-
marketing benefits to our
partners.)"

https://databox.com/major-marketing-agency-challenges-2018-hubspot-agency-growth-report



Typical software-vetting
process for agencies...

Partner Program

AGENCY Cl ients
Organ izat ion
SEO
Book ing . . .

Need:  
1 .
2 .
3 .
4 .

Features and Integrations

Support

Reviews and Price

Features and Integrations

Support

Partner Program

Features and Integrations

Support

Partner Program

Reviews and Price

Reviews and Price

The agency found the
stack, but lost time
and business in this

process.

The agency changed
tools after realizing the
tool was not able to
support their growth.



Now, through partnerships...

www.agency.comwww.agency.com

We show agencies
in our community
and nework new
services they can

sell with the
support of
software.

Agencies are not
actively looking for
software that is not
requested by their

client or is not
required to fullful a

service.

The agency builds
new services
around the

software and works
with their partner
team to find new
clients, together.

After the agency
has chosen to

partner, we provide
them

comprehensive
online training on
how to leverage

SaaS partnerships.



$70,000 for a partner
manager.

$20,000 for content
contractors and
event/content sponsors.

$5000 in software to
support it.

If you choose the
traditional route to
creating a partner
program...
Yes, expanding on a proven concept with internal
resources is valid. But partnerships are a long hard
road with lots of roadblocks you cannot understand
until you've spent the time and money.



Vetting and
showcasing the

best agency-
partner

programs from
software
leaders.

The Win-Win Solution

Training
agency

resellers, then
providing the
with the ways
to resell each

product.



Software ICP

Startups - under 500 employees.
With the interest (or more ideally -
the necessity) to build stronger
relationships with agencies or
consultants. 
They have product-market fit.The
product is something agencies can
build services. 
White label features are a plus.
Leadership knows partnerships are
going to be more and more vital to
their growth. 
And they are willing to add resources
to support this new channel as it
grows.

Our 
ICP's

Agency ICP

The agency can be of any size.
Large agencies are not a
susceptible to change, so the ideal
employee count is under 20. 
They have more than one service,
or are open to adding services.
They are saavy to the extent that
their clients ask them software
benefit questions.
They know they need to be
constantly progressing their stack
to keep up with technology
demands from prospective clients.
They are interested in staying an
agency for at least 5 years.



Some of the
partners who
use us.
We worked closely with teams at these
organizations in the promotion of their
partner programs to valious agencies.



And, some of
the agencies
who work
with us.
Agencies are the lifeblood of our
company. We work closely with them
as a trusted partner.



"The tone is set from the top, and it's
action-oriented. This is a network of
"doers." Much is expected, and much is
achieved -- with remarkable speed.  I
can't praise the team enough. If you
thought you knew a lot about partnership
development, get ready to level-up."
Maddy Martin, Head of Growth and Partnerships, Smith.ai

We really
strive to
please.
Agencies, CEO's and partner managers 
 really value our collaborations.

"Alex and I have worked on several
projects to date. His deep knowledge of
the agency-saas dynamic and his ability
to quickly/creatively set things in motion
make him invaluable to work with."
Ty Lingley, Director of Partnerships, Unbounce

Matt Hodkinson, Founder of Influence Agents

"Since we started with Partnerprograms
two months ago, we have found three
partners who we are now working closely
with on building new service offerings to
add more value for our clients."



May 2019

Promotions to 25,000
agencies.

December 2019

Launched our new 
monthly plans.

What's happened
community.partnerprograms.io/
directory.partnerprograms.io/
learn.partnerprograms.io/

September 2019

Created our online
school with 6
courses.

January 2020

Started the Partnered 2020
podcast.

January 2020

Launched our directory -
50+ partners, 5000+
indexed pages.

February 2020

Launched our agency
community.

August 2020

Our first 90-day, 36 session
partnerships accelerator

begins.



The Team

Clodagh Higgins
Agency Training

Ty Lingley
Advisor

Sunir Shah
Advisor

Lisa Lawson
Advisor



Get in touch

https://partnerprograms.io/

partnerprograms.io/meet

alex@partnerprograms.io


